
Syntactic complexity and word prediction: Can 4- and 5-year-olds
keep up with adults?

It is known that predicting which words will follow in a sentence is an important part of sentence
processing. Previous studies have shown that vocabulary size (Borovsky et al., 2012; Mani &
Huettig, 2012) and language production skills (Van Alphen et al., 2021) influence the speed of
word prediction at sentence level for both children and adults. In this study, eye-tracking in a
picture-selection task is used to determine whether syntactic complexity also influences the
speed at which words in a sentence can be predicted. Two pictures were presented, one target
picture displaying the last word in the sentence and one distractor picture of an unrelated object.
The experiment contained three conditions: 1) baseline sentences like ‘Dit is een olifant’ (This is
an elephant) to measure the speed of word recognition without prediction, 2) active sentences
like ‘Het paard eet gewoon een appel’ (The horse just eats an apple) that are syntactically
simple, 3) passive sentences like ‘De appel wordt gegeten door een paard’ (The apple is being
eaten by a horse) that are syntactically complex. Data on prediction speed was collected for 29
Dutch children (mean age 5;2 years) and 10 Dutch adults (mean age 22;1 years). Expectations
were that adults would be able to quickly and accurately predict the continuation of the sentence
based on the finite lexical verb in active sentences and the participle of the lexical verb in
passive sentences. On the other hand, children were expected to perform adultlike in the active
condition, but be slower in the passive condition because their syntactic knowledge is not yet
fully developed. The eye movements seem to follow our expectations showing that children
make less use of prediction in syntactically more complex sentences. At the moment the gaze
data are statistically analyzed.
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